
 

  

Apply now for Women's Policy Institute–Riverside County 
Dear Margarita, 
 
You can never have too much of a good thing, right? 
 
This might not be true in every situation, but it's very true when it comes to the Women's Policy 
Institute. Because we really need more women involved in the policy process, as legislators and 
as advocates. That's why we’re expanding the Institute to the country level. 
 
Over the last 12 years, we've trained over 330 women to advocate for policy change at the state 
level in California and they've helped pass 23 laws that have had far-reaching results. One of 
those laws, the Domestic Worker Bill of Rights, gave 100,000 low-wage workers, a majority of 
them women, their long-denied right to overtime pay.  
 
This law was a huge deal because, in one fell swoop, it corrected a deep injustice and set 
thousands of women on a path to greater economic stability. But, in reality, it took four years 
and two teams of Women's Policy Institute graduates to advocate for and pass this law.  
 
Starting today, we're expanding to the county level. The Women's Policy Institute has been 
a great success among graduates, community organizations and policy makers and we've 
known for a long time that we needed to grow it to reach more women. So last year we 
partnered with the California Endowment to launch a satellite Women's Policy Institute—in 
Riverside County.  
 
Starting now, the application process is open. Learn more about this program by 
attending our first informational call on Monday, December 29, 2014! 
 
We're calling this new program Women's Policy Institute–Riverside County, or WPI-RC for short. 
We are looking to create a powerhouse team of 20 county-level policy advocates who are ready 
to roll up their sleeves and learn how to articulate and shape real policy solutions to modern-
day, complex challenges their communities face. 
 
How is WPI-RC different from the Women's Policy Institute? First, the WPI-RC is a county-
based program, meaning that the fellows will be learning about and advocating within the 
county, as opposed to state, policy structure. Second, the WPI-RC fellows will mainly work on 
policy implementation instead of policy ideation and creation. Finally, only women working or 
living in Riverside County will be able to attend this fellowship.  
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Our goal with WPI-RC is to train local women in local policy advocacy so that they can influence 
polices that directly impact the community they live in. Our goal is also to bring women's voices 
to the decision-making table by demystifying the incredibly complicated and often closed off 
county policy process. 
 
If you are an advocate working in Riverside County and wish to learn the ins and outs of 
county public policy, consider applying for our fellowship. And if you know of a woman 
who would be perfect for our program, please share this email with her.  
 
Believe me, the Women's Policy Institute is a completely transformative experience, for the 
women attending the program, their communities and the state.  
 
I'm looking forward to meeting the candidates! 

 

  

 

   
 
Surina Khan 
CEO, Women's Foundation of California  

  

 

 

    The Women’s Foundation of California is a publicly supported grantmaking foundation that 
invests in women as a key strategy for creating a California where all communities are 
economically secure and can thrive. 

 

Connect. Lead. Influence. Fund. 

www.womensfoundca.org 

      

  

340 Pine Street, Suite 302 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
415-837-1113 
 
1000 North Alameda Street, Suite 340 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
213-346-3222 
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